Hotel of Desires
Actually we all want it; walk off the beaten track. Swim against the
stream. Because of fear of being ostracized from our environment, we
do not give in to that feeling, that lies in every human being. It is for this
reason that we live our lifes like preprogrammed robots. In fact, our
entire life is made up of the same phases. Break the rhythm successfully
is only given to a few of us. The rest lacks courage and daring.
The main characters in Hotel of Desires struggle with the same problems.
Swim against the stream seems harder than expected. Until they meet
during a vacation on a sunny tourist island and it appears that no one
stands alone. Best friends come to know this business, which would
otherwise remain hidden. Tough women suddenly change into little girls.
They find out that there's more than that eternal perfect picture, which
actually only consists of materialism. They all have the same similarity: their desires.

About the ebook
Hotel of Desires is an erotic story in diary form about making choices. It is written fluently, stylish and
gives a contemporary look at the society in which we live. It is a striking, clear and evocative story
about a group of women who would like to make that one extra step but where the courage is
lacking. Unknowingly these women hang on to the only man in the group. Not because he looks good
or has a lot of money, but because of his lifestyle.

HQ/e’s philosophy
Beeing different from the others. Distinguished. Swim against the stream. Waking off the
beaten tracks. It seems difficult, but it is not. Publications by HQ /e make just an extra step
to have the story grab the reader. The abnormal is normal. The impossible is within reach.
Make it happen. Make it negotiable. Make it possible. Because it's too easy to go heavy
subjects out of the way. It is the mainstay of the HQ/e.
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